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Abstract: New paradigms in the modern power system should be introduced to student of electrical
engineering, or engineer in training, as early as possible. Besides class-room study, experimental exercise
may be introduced to help the student understand the concept of microgrid. One main challenge is the
power electronics converter, which connects the distributed energy source to the existing power grid.
This study modeled and developed a grid-connected inverter that is useful for providing a close to real
application for a student or engineer in training. This development is important for microgrid learning
to give practical perspective to the student. A grid-connected inverter for distributed generation was
developed at laboratory scale. The grid-connected inverter was developed modularly to make it easier
for the student to understand the basic concept of grid-connected inverter building blocks, as well as
its function as a whole. The developed grid-connected inverter was intended to be able to operate on
two different mode: grid-forming mode and grid-injecting mode. Experiments were conducted to verify
the results.
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1. Introduction

The concern of climate change leads to urgent calls to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Electrical
energy sector offers easier and relatively faster implementation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
proposing utilization of renewable energy sources that other sectors such as transportation. Distributed
generation concept is sought to be the best way to incorporate renewable energy sources in our existing
power grid network, while also improving the grid quality [1,2]. Traditional renewable energy sources
for distributed generation power system include bio-mass, solar photovoltaic, fuel cell, and wind [3].
Besides those mentioned sources, distributed generation also proposes combined heat and power (CHP)
concept. CHP concept aims to improve our total energy efficiency by reducing and utilizing thermal losses
of energy production [4,5].

Distributed generation concept brings larger consequences that significant changes are inevitable in
the power system. Traditional power grid network has unidirectional energy transfer from the centralized
bulk power generating units to the customers. The consumers do not have any active contribution to the
power system by generating local energy sources because all power comes from the utility company [6].
Contrarily, distributed generation requires active bidirectional power delivery, either from the utility to the
consumer or the reverse in the case of the local generation producing excess energy. It needs adjustments
on several aspects of power system, such as energy business, reverse power transfer, voltage stabilization,
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islanding scheme, etc. Distributed generation is an technological improvement, which should be able to
work together with the current traditional centralized system to obtain a reliable and sustainable power
system [5].

Microgrid is a special derivation of the distributed generation concept. Microgrid takes a system
approach that views distributed generation and its associated load as a “cell” or “subsystem” of a larger
power system network [7]. This approach allows local control of generation and load consumption,
thus reducing the central dispatch control [8]. Since this subsystem has characteristics normally found in
power systems but at a smaller size, the term microgrid is used [7]. Today, several microgrid testbeds are
developed, such as microgrid testbed by Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS)
in U.S. [9]; Hachinohe, Aichi, and Kyoto Eco-Energy Project in Japan [10]; and many others.

Microgrid is an active distribution network. It is a distributed generation that utilizes renewable
energy sources to supply energy to the load at distribution voltage level. The advantage of using
distribution voltage level is the renewable energy sources do not need to have big capacity, rather
distributed but in smaller size. Since small capacity renewable energy sources are sufficient, microgrid
can utilize local energy potentials, which lead to energy independent communities. This point is a very
interesting feature of microgrid for developed countries, which still have remote areas without electricity.
Microgrid offers flexibility to be operated under two modes: interconnected and stand-alone from the main
power grid. Interconnection with the main grid is very important because of the intermittent characteristics
of renewable energy sources.

These new paradigms in the modern power system should be introduced to students as early
as possible. Besides class-room study, experimental exercises may be introduced to help students
to understand the concept of microgrid. One main challenge is the power electronics converter,
which connects the distributed energy source to the existing power grid. Power electronics converter plays
an important role to deliver power from the distributed energy source to the main grid. This research
is intended as the preliminary work on developing grid-connected inverter for microgrid learning.
The current target was to develop a grid-connected inverter that can control its power output, therefore
can be operated in two different modes: grid-forming mode and grid-injecting mode.

2. Grid-Connected Inverter

Grid-connected inverter is a special type of AC-DC converter, the output voltage of which is connected
to the available electrical grid. Contrary to applications such as Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) or
Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD), where AC-DC converter output is connected directly to the load (or electric
motor, in the case of ASD), grid-connected inverter is always connected to the electrical grid. Therefore,
grid-connected inverter should always produce output that meet the synchronization condition with the
electrical grid. Failing to meet the synchronization condition will make the AC-DC converter be in lost
synchronism state and no longer in grid connection. Grid-connected inverter can have either single-phase
or three-phase topology, however this section only discusses three-phase grid-connected inverter.

Figure 1 shows simple representation of grid-connected inverter concept. It is connected to the
AC grid through filter inductance L. The control block processes the desired output variables through
feedback from its terminal. It controls any kind of variables, such as output power, voltage, current,
or DC voltage, depending on the grid-connected inverter’s particular function. Synchronization block
senses and processes the grid’s variable into control block providing the necessary information to keep the
DC-AC converter synchronized with AC grid. This representation was the basic block of the proposed
experimental modules.
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Figure 1. Simple representation of grid-connected inverter.

3. Proposed Experimental Modules

3.1. Grid-Forming Mode Control

Grid-connected inverter generates constant magnitude and frequency of three-phase voltage under
grid-forming mode control [11]. This mode works when microgrid is not connected to the main grid, thus
it supplies its own local load from the renewable energy source. Figure 2 shows the complete grid-forming
mode control of grid-connected inverter. It consists of double-loop control of current and voltage control
section, voltage reference section, and measurement section. Voltage reference can be either internal or
external three-phase signal through dq transformation and PLL. This scheme generates three-phase voltage
v, which follows the voltage reference.
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Figure 2. Grid-forming control of grid-connected inverter.

To construct the grid-forming mode control of grid-connected inverter, several blocks should
be prepared.

3.1.1. dq Transformation

dq transformation, often called Park transformation, is a space vector transformation of three-phase
time-domain signals from a stationary phase coordinate system (abc) to a rotating coordinate system
(dq) [12]. The dq transform reduces three-phase AC quantities ( fa, fb, and fc) into two DC quantities ( fd
and fq). The DC quantities provide easier control or filtering process. Another advantage is that active and
reactive power can be controlled independently by using dq quantities.
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Power invariant formulation of dq transformation of any variable, f , of three-phase signals into dq
quantities can be expressed by Equation (1).

[
fd
fq

]
=

√
2
3

[
cos(θ) cos(θ − 2π

3 ) cos(θ + 2π
3 )

− sin(θ) − sin(θ − 2π
3 ) − sin(θ + 2π

3 )

]  fa

fb
fc

 (1)

where θ is phase displacement between the rotating and fixed coordinate system at each time t.

3.1.2. Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)

Phase-locked loop (PLL) is a popular method for synchronizing utility network and grid-connected
power electronics converter [13,14]. In such kind of applications, PLL’s role is essential to provide accurate
and fast detection of utility phase angle for generating reference signal of grid-connected inverter.

The common method to realize PLL on three-phase system is by using synchronous frame PLL.
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of synchronous frame PLL. Instantaneous phase angle θ is detected by
synchronizing the reference frame with the vector of three-phase voltage (va, vb, and vc). To be locked
to the phase angle of utility voltage vector, the Proportional–Integral (PI) controller drives vq to be zero,
as given by the reference vq∗, which gives the angular speed quantities. Phase angle θ is simply obtained
by integrating the angular speed.

PI
∫

ω0

vq∗ = 0

vq

vd

va

vb

vc

dq

abc

θ

Figure 3. Block diagram of Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).

3.1.3. Current Control

Current control acts as inner loop section on the control of grid-connected inverter [15,16]. Figure 4
shows the block diagram of dq cross-decoupling current control scheme, where both id and iq are controlled

using independent PI controller to track reference values ire f
d and ire f

q , respectively. Output of PI controller,
together with the terminal voltage in dq and cross drop voltage in the inductor filter L, generates the
voltage references vre f

d−pwm and vre f
q−pwm. Those voltage references drive the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

to produce the corresponding command for the switches of the grid-connected inverter.
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Figure 4. Current control block diagram.
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3.1.4. Voltage Control

Voltage control acts as outer loop in the grid-forming mode of grid-connected inverter [17]. Figure 5a,b
shows independent control of voltage in dq frame by using two different PI controllers. PI controller tracks
the error between the reference voltage, vre f

d (or vre f
q ), and actual output voltage, vd (or vq). It generates

corresponding signal for the reference current controller (Section 3.1.3), which in turn determines the
required current of the grid-connected inverter.

In the grid-forming mode, the reference voltage can be obtained from either signal generator or
voltage sensor measurement through abc to dq transformation. Figure 6 shows the scheme of voltage
reference generation blocks. Signal generator receives input of frequency, f , and magnitude, V, to generate
three-phase signal reference. This block is mainly used when the grid-connected inverter is on stand-alone
operation supplying power to the local loads, thus it should provide stable output voltage.

The other method to generate voltage reference is by using three-phase measurement on voltage
sensor, and then transforming into the corresponding dq voltage reference. This method is suitable
when the grid-connected inverter is synchronized with the main grid, for which the synchronized set of
three-phase output needs to be produced by grid-connected inverter. Three-phase voltage of the main
grid on the point of synchronization is measured through voltage sensor, and then the phase angle is
detected by using PLL to obtain proper dq transformation angle. Voltage control tracks this set of reference
voltage, therefore it is expected that the output voltage of grid-connected inverter is synchronized with the
main grid.

PI
vre f

d

vd

ire f
d

(a) vd controller

PI
vre f

q

vq

ire f
q

(b) vq controller
Figure 5. Voltage control block diagram.
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Figure 6. Voltage reference generation scheme.

3.1.5. PWM Generation

Voltage references for PWM generated by current control, vre f
d−pwm and vre f

q−pwm, are still in dq frame.
However, the sinusoidal PWM method needs three modulating signal displaced 120◦ as its input values.
Therefore, the voltage references vre f

d−pwm and vre f
q−pwm should be transformed back to abc reference frame

by using inverse Park transformation. To ensure that the output of grid-connected inverter remains
synchronized with the desired voltage, the phase angle θ obtained from PLL in Figure 6 is used for the
inverse dq transformation. The results are three controlled reference signals, vc1, vc2, and vc3, for the PWM
block. Figure 7 shows the schematic of this PWM generation scheme.
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Figure 7. PWM generation scheme using dq transformation.

Other method is to use polar coordinate to transform PWM voltage references vre f
d−pwm and vre f

q−pwm
into magnitude m and phase angle δ. Angle θ from PLL is used to synchronize with the voltage reference,
therefore the signal generator block produces balanced three-phase reference voltage. For instance,
the phase A reference voltage is shown in Equation (2), while the other phases are obtained from phase A
by shifting it accordingly. Figure 8 shows this PWM generation scheme using polar transformation.

vc1 = m sin(θ) (2)

Signal
Gen.

vre f
d−pwm

PWM
vre f

q−pwm

θ vtri

S1 S4 S3 S6 S5 S2

vc1

vc2

vc3
x

y m

δ

Polar
Coordinate

Figure 8. PWM generation scheme using polar transformation,

3.2. Grid-Injecting Mode Control

Grid-injecting mode control operates when grid-connected inverter is connected with the main
grid, after successful synchronization process. During this mode, grid-connected inverter delivers the
controlled-power output to the main grid, while the bus voltage and frequency are maintained by the main
grid. Figure 9 shows the complete grid-injecting mode control of grid-connected inverter. Similar to the
grid-forming mode control, it consists of double-loop control of current and power control section, power
reference section, and measurement section. Grid-connected inverter operation can be either constant
power operation or droop power operation. This scheme generates output power, which follows the
desired power reference. For microgrid learning, this option allows students to more easily study the role
of grid-connected inverter in the modern power system. Constant power control is suitable for renewable
power system, which are passively connected to the system. The power delivered to the grid is held
constant, possibly provided by external maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control. The droop
control is also provided so the grid-connected inverter can actively play a role in supporting the grid.
This kind of control is required if the renewable power system should provide ancillary services to support
the voltage or frequency of the grid.
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Figure 9. Grid-injecting control of grid-connected inverter.

3.2.1. Power Control

Similar to the voltage control on grid-forming mode, power control acts as outer loop in the
grid-injecting mode of grid-connected inverter [16,17]. Figure 10a,b shows independent control of power
in dq frame by using two different PI controllers. PI controller tracks the error between the reference power,
Pre f , and actual output power, P. It generates corresponding signal for the reference of current controller,
which in turn determines the required current of the grid-connected inverter. A similar concept is also
applied for reactive power control through controlling Qre f and Q.

PI
Pre f

P

ire f
d

(a) P controller

PI
Qre f

Q

ire f
q

(b) Q controller
Figure 10. Power control block diagram.

3.2.2. Droop Power Control

Droop power control is originally applied in parallel operation of synchronous generator to ensure
equitable load sharing between generating units [18]. In the field of power electronics control, application
of droop control was started in the UPS [19]. Afterwards, droop power control is also applied in the power
control of renewable energy based-inverter for microgrid and distributed generation system [15,20,21].

The power flowing from sending side, A, to the receiving side, B, of Figure 11 can be expressed as
follows [22,23].

S = P + jQ = Vs I∗ (3)
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I 6 φ

Vs 6 0 Vr 6 − δ

A BZ 6 ϕ

Sending
Side

Receiving
Side

Figure 11. Power flow from sending to receiving side.

Since the current flowing can be represented as I = Vs−Vr
Z , Equation (3) can also be represented as

S = Vs

(
Vs −Vr

Z

)∗
(4)

= Vs

(
Vs −Vrejδ

Ze−jϕ

)
(5)

=
V2

s
Z

ejϕ − VsVr

Z
e(jϕ+δ) (6)

Combining Equations (3) and (6), the active and reactive power can be obtained:

P =
V2

s
Z

cos(ϕ)− VsVr

Z
cos(ϕ + δ) (7)

Q =
V2

s
Z

sin(ϕ)− VsVr

Z
sin(ϕ + δ) (8)

Considering that Zejϕ = R + jX, Equations (7) and (8) can also expressed as

P =
Vs

R2 + X2 (R(Vs −Vr cos δ) + XVr sin δ) (9)

Q =
Vs

R2 + X2 (−RVr sin δ + X(Vs −Vr cos δ)) (10)

Combining and rearranging Equations (9) and (10) gives

Vr sin δ =
XP− RQ

Vs
(11)

Vs −Vr cos δ =
RP + XQ

Vs
(12)

In most cases, the reactance is much bigger than resistance, X � R, thus the resistance can be
neglected. If the power angle δ is also small enough, then by approximating, sin δ ≈ δ and cos δ ≈ 1.
Therefore, Equations (11) and (12) become

δ ≈ XP
VsVr

(13)

(Vr −Vs) ≈
XQ
Vs

(14)

Under previous considerations, Equations (13) and (14) show that power angle δ is proportional to
the active power P, while the voltage drop (Vr −Vs) is proportional to the reactive power Q. It means that
the δ can be controlled through P and Vr through Q. Since by controlling the frequency the power angle
is also controlled, by using relation on Equation (13) the real power flow has relation with the frequency.
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Frequency and the voltage magnitude can be controlled independently through active and reactive power
controlling. This concept is called droop power control, which can be represented as follows.

f − f0 = −kP(P− P0) (15)

V −V0 = −kQ(Q−Q0) (16)

where f0, V0, P0, and Q0 are rated frequency, voltage, active power, and reactive power, respectively. f , V,
P, and Q are the corresponding values obtained through droop regulation. Figure 12 shows the voltage
and frequency droop characteristics.

The droop power concept shown in Equations (15) and (16) can be applied in grid-injecting mode
control of grid-connected inverter to obtain power reference. It can be applied either to both frequency and
voltage droop or frequency droop only, thus grid-connected inverter is operated under unity power factor.

PP0

f0

f kP

(a) Frequency—power droop

V0

V

Q0 Q

kQ

(b) Voltage—reactive power
droop

Figure 12. Droop characteristics.

4. Experimental Verification

4.1. Grid-forming Mode Experiments

The experiment conducted on grid-connected inverter connected to the three-phase source to represent
infinite bus is shown in Figure 13. The details of developed control system is shown in Figure 14. The value
of inductor and load are shown in Table 1. These values were to ensure that the proposed system has high
X/R ratio (Approximately X/R = 22) so that Equations (15) and (16) were valid for the grid-injecting mode
experiments. A 50 V voltage was generated in the PCC side of the three-phase source, as shown in Figure
13, and then grid-connected inverter was run under voltage control mode. Both voltages at PCC side and
INV side were monitored. The complete experimental modules set-up is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 13. Experiment schematic for three-phase grid-connected operation.
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Figure 14. Control concept of grid-connected inverter.

Figure 15. Snapshot of the experimental set up.

Table 1. Experiment parameters.

Parameter Value

Capacity 1 kVA
DC voltage 337 V

L 33 mH
RL 1.4 Ω

RLoad 125 Ω

Figure 16 shows the experiment result of voltage control mode of grid-connected inverter. It can be
seen that the inverter generated voltage that followed both magnitude and phase angle of the reference
voltage at PCC bus. Voltage control mode was operated to build necessary voltage level and frequency
on the output of grid-connected inverter based on the reference obtained from the voltage of PCC bus.
Synchronization could be executed after voltages on INV and PCC bus had the same quantities in terms of
voltage magnitude, phase sequence, and frequency.
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Figure 16. Experiment result of voltage control mode of grid-connected inverter.

Synchronization of grid-connected inverter and three-phase source at 200 V can be seen in Figure 17a,
which shows the sequence during synchronization process. After the rms voltage reached the desired
voltage, in this case 200 V, the phase adjustment was conducted at point 2, and then synchronization was
executed at point 3. Instantaneous voltage at synchronization point 3 is shown at Figure 17b; it can be seen
that synchronization was executed smoothly at t_sync. Figure 18 shows snapshot of both terminal voltage
of grid-connected inverter and three-phase source after the synchronized operation. It can be seen that
both voltages were synchronized in terms of magnitude, phase angle, and frequency.

(a) Grid-connected inverter rms output voltage

(b) Grid-connected inverter instantaneous output voltage

Figure 17. Synchronization sequence on grid-connected inverter: (1) grid-connected inverter is started;
(2) phase-adjustment; and (3) synchronization.
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Figure 18. Output terminal voltage of grid-connected inverter and three-phase grid.

4.2. Grid-Injecting Mode Experiments

The same schematic (Figure 13) was used for this experiment. The grid-connected inverter was
changed into power control mode after successful synchronization with three-phase source grid. The target
was to control the output power of grid-connected inverter, which followed the given power reference
values.This experiment was conducted by setting four different reference values: 0.05 pu (50 W), 0.1 pu
(100 W), 0.15 pu (150 W), and 0.2 pu (200 W).

Figure 19 shows the results of constant power control on three-phase source connected experiment.
It can be seen that the power control worked well by providing the output power according to the given
reference values, as shown in Figure 19a. Since the grid-connected inverter was connected to strong
three-phase grid, the voltage at the INV bus and the frequency were relatively constant during the power
change conditions, as shown in Figure 19b,c. In contrast to the active power, the reactive power was
intentionally kept constant at zero during changes in active power to ensure that all of the active power
provided by the DC side was transferred to the grid side. Figure 20a,b shows the controlled reactive power
during changes in active power. The total harmonic distortion (THD) for voltage and current were 1.5%
and 11%, respectively, as shown in Figure 21a,b.

Another way to make grid-connected inverter actively involved in the power management of
microgrid distributed generation system is by using droop power control. In this method, grid-connected
inverter power control determines its output power by considering the frequency of the system and the
pre-determined droop slope. Therefore, the balance of power and frequency is obtained from the power
delivered by droop power control of grid connected inverter together with the droop characteristic of
other source, if any, in the microgrid distributed generation system.

To verify the droop power control, an experiment on grid-connected inverter synchronized with
synchronous generator was conducted. The synchronous generator was chosen because the frequency is
easy to fluctuate compared to the stiff three-phase source grid connection. The grid-connected inverter
was equipped with droop power control in response of changing on the load demand side. The observed
case in this experiment had variable kP of 5%. To provide easy comparison, in this experiment, the load
demand was also changed from 150 W to 100 W.
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(a) Grid-connected inverter output power

(b) Frequency of the system

(c) Voltage at PCC bus

Figure 19. Experiment results of constant power control on three-phase grid-connected operation.

(a) Controlled active power

(b) Controlled reactive power

Figure 20. Active and reactive power control performance.
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(a) Inverter output voltage THD

(b) Inverter output current THD

Figure 21. Voltage and current total harmonic distortion (THD) level.

Figure 22 shows the results of experiment of 5% droop slope. Following the load demand change,
the grid-connected inverter reduced its output power while the synchronous generator kept its output
power constant, the result being that the frequency could be kept constant, as shown in Figure 22c.
Figure 22a shows that synchronous generator was constant during load demand change because the
inherent droop characteristic of synchronous generator was less flat compared to the droop characteristic
of grid-connected inverter.

(a) Grid-connected inverter and synchronous generator
output power

(b) Load power demand

(c) Frequency of the system

Figure 22. Cont.
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(d) Voltage at PCC bus

Figure 22. Experiment results of droop power control on synchronous generator connected operation.

5. Conclusions

A grid-connected inverter for distributed generation was developed at laboratory scale. This device
was equipped with voltage control, power control, and synchronization control. Therefore, it can be used
as grid-forming or grid-injecting inverter on microgrid power system. Voltage control under grid-forming
mode could generate stable three-phase output voltage from internal or external voltage reference. Power
control under grid-injecting mode could generate stable output power, under both constant power reference
or droop power regulation. Experiments were conducted to verify the results.
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